KITCHEN STYLES

STYLE SELECTOR

Here’s our pick of the latest kitchen, bedroom and bathroom styles
Words: Sophie Baylis

Second Nature

The trend for grey in interiors just keeps going and the latest shade for Second
Nature’s Milbourne kitchen is both stylish and sophisticated. Charcoal offers the
depth and drama of black but with a softer feel that works with steel and white
for a smart, contemporary scheme. From £9000.
01325 505539 or www.sncollection.co.uk

Masterclass

Madoc by Masterclass is characterised by vertical graining
on the front and back of the doors, which lends a rustic
look to this clean, contemporary design. Available with or
without handles, Madoc comes in seven distinctive naturallook finishes that can be combined in various creative
ways, or mixed with other finishes from the Masterclass
collections for a customised design. Seen here in Mayfield
Oak, Madoc starts from £7500 for a complete kitchen.
01443 449499 or www.masterclasskitchens.co.uk
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InSinkErator

The gold rush continues with the arrival of InSinkErator’s
Brushed Gold 3N1 hot-water tap (above), priced around
£800. Something of a statement piece, the 3N1 is practical
too, safely delivering hot water up to 98ºC, alongside regular
hot and cold water options. The 3N1 also eliminates time and
energy lost waiting for the kettle to boil, so what’s not to love?
01923 297880 or www.insinkerator.co.uk

Gorenje

Promising to keep kitchens fresh is
Gorenje’s line-up of six new extractor
hoods, all available in 60cm or
90cm widths. Top of the range is
the IHGC963A1XUK 90cm island
extractor (above) fashioned from
a mix of sleek stainless steel and
curved glass. Key features include
Gorenje’s latest extraction technology,
AdaptTech, which will intuitively adjust
the extraction rate according to the
amount of steam or cooking fumes.
Expect to spend around £549.
020 8247 3980 or
www.gorenje.co.uk

Grohe

Convenience was Grohe’s raison
d’étre for updating its popular range
of Eurosmart kitchen taps (left), now
featuring a pull-out dual spray that
simplifies cleaning, rinsing ingredients
and filling pots and pans. For added
versatility, a push button allows for
easy switching between the two spray
modes: aerator and shower. Priced
from £167, choose between chrome
(shown) or matt SuperSteel finishes.
0871 200 3414 or
www.grohe.co.uk
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Habitat

Henry Holland is back at Habitat, bringing his brazen mix
of bold pattern to the boudoir. Hero pieces include his
Boho bedding, featuring a reversible patchwork design of
florals and ginghams on one side and a floral print in pink
and yellow on the reverse, priced from £120 for a double.
Also shown here is the Folklore rug, £450, hand-tufted in
100% wool yarn and carved by hand to give a 3D finish.
0344 499 4686 or www.habitat.co.uk

Nubie

Nubie welcomes French brand Laurette into the fold,
which takes inspiration from mid-century furniture design
for its fun collection of hand-crafted wardrobes, beds
and storage units for kids. Favourites from the collection
include the Toi et Moi chest of drawers, available in 11
colours and shown here in violet, priced £760.
01825 724160 or www.nubie.co.uk

Karl Lagerfeld

Karl Lagerfeld has made the crossover from couture
to décor with a collection of six bed linen designs.
Taking our fancy is Facet, a grown-up geometric
print in sophisticated shades of grey, accessorised
here with a knitted throw that adds instant texture
and warmth to the bed. Prices start from £100 for
the double quilt cover and from £40 for a pair of
housewife pillowcases, while the Herringbone throw
is £80. Find your nearest stockist on the Ashley
Wilde website.
01707 635201 or www.ashleywildegroup.com
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Hansgrohe

Hansgrohe goes for gold with its new
Metropol Classic collection, boasting
gold accents on the base, the
handles and the spouts of the mixers.
All Metropol Classic mixers come
equipped with EcoSmart technology,
which comprises an aerator in the
nozzle that reduces water flow to
around 5 litres per minute. Metropol
is available in three different spout
heights, allowing you to match your
mixer to the shape and size of your
washbasin. Prices start from £449.
01372 472001 or
www.hansgrohe.co.uk

Gemini Tiles

If you want the warm look of wood
floors without the potential drawback
of swelling and warping, then woodlook tiles are the way to go. Cue
the new Treverkmade collection by
Gemini Tiles, capturing the stunning
simplicity of timber and merging it
with the functionality and durability of
ceramic. The collection comprises a
choice of four styles including Fume
Wood, priced £49.99 per sq m.
01234 567890 or
www.geminitiles.co.uk
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Häfele

A classic print transforms this traditional white
bathroom basin into a stunning statement piece by
Häfele. Toulouse (pictured), Nordic and Castellon are
all available in a choice of five floral prints applied
to the inside of the bowl. Seen here is Quebec,
a harmonious pattern of pastel flowers, priced
around £478.
0800 171 2909 or www.hafele.co.uk
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